AC-150 COMPOUND

RichardsApex AC-150 CPD is especially formulated to provide protection against oxidation on hot rolled and Concat aluminum rod in shipping and storage. In addition to its protective coating properties, AC-150 also deposits a lubricating film that will be advantageous in subsequent packaging, pay off, and drawing operations.

BENEFITS:

- Provides excellent lubrication for coiling Concat rod
- Protects surface finish during storage and shipping
- Easy to handle liquid form
- Coating aids subsequent dry drawing operations
- Dry film does not pick up mill dirt

RECOMMENDED USES:

- Apply by coil dipping, stand immersion, or direct spray.
- Concentration – 10% by volume.
- Operating Temperature - 60°C (140°F)

TYPICAL SPECIFICATIONS:

- Specific Gravity - 1.02 kg/l (8.5 lbs/gallon)
- pH of a 3% solution - 8.8